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This research discussed about The Interpretation of Symbols In Traditional 
Costume of Mandarese. This research aimed to find out how are the symbols in 
Traditional Costume of Mandarese represented. This research focused on analyzing 
the existences of symbols in Traditional costume of  Mandarese based on Roland 
Barthes theory. Then, the data were analyzed using descriptive qualitative method. 
The researcher used interview sheet as the instrument to find out the valid data. The 
research was conducted in order to inform the reader about informations the 
existences of Mandarese sarongs in Mandarese societies.The findings showed that 
there were designs, colors, and motive in Mandarese sarong as the part of in 
traditional Mandarese costume which are represented the meanings that becomes 
exists in Mandarese societies. The researcher concluded that Mandarese sarong 
express the meaningrelated to the Pattern of life, related to the principle and 
behaviour, and related to the ideology as a human society and religous people than to 
create identity of the users among societies. 
 
Keywords: Traditional Mandarese costume, Mandarese sarong, Semiology, Roland 
Barthes theory, Denotation, Connotations, and Myths. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background   
In every day of human life, people always interact to each other in their 
society. People should perceive their culture each other to build communication, 
because every culture in society may interpret meaning differently. It should be 
known by them in order to increase information related to culture and also avoid 
misunderstanding among people. 
Talking about the meaning of the culture, it can be said with the simple 
explanation, culture is the related all of activities from human beings. According 
to Tylor in Ismawati (2012, 4-5) , culture is a whole complex activities includes 
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and habits acquired by man as the 
member of society.  
One manifestation of culture is traditional costumes. Every region has its 
own costume and its own feature and designs. Traditional costume usually uses by 
people to cover their body and as an adornment to make them look like beautiful 
and it is related with Al-A’raf verse 26: 
 َوْقَّتلا ُساَبِلَو ۖ اًشيِرَو ْمُِكتآْوَس يِراَُوي اًساَبِل ْمُكْيَلَع اَنْلَزَْنأ ْدَق ََمدآ ِينَب اَي   ٌ ْي َ  َ ِل ٰ ََٰ ٰ ى
 َ ِل ٰ ََٰ  َنو ٌُ َّكَّذَي ْمُهَّلََعل ِهَّللا ِتاَيآ ْنِم  
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“O children of Adam, we have bestowed upon you clothing to 
conceal your private parts and as adornment. But the clothing of 
righteousness-that is best. That is from the signs of Allah that perhaps they 
will remember." 
In Al- A’raf verse 26 explain, there are two function dress or costume for 
people. First, protect the body and second as adornment to make people different 
from the others (Katsir, 2017). So, every tribe has traditional costume to use in 
daily life and to show the identity in order to make them different from the others.  
There are many traditional costumes that are owned by some tribes in 
Indonesia such as Javanese, Sundanese, Buginese, Mandarese, etc. While 
Mandarese is one of the ethnic using Mandarese language and it can be found in 
almost all of the area in West Sulawesi. This province consists of six regencies, 
that are Mamuju, Majene, Polewali Mandar, Mamasa, North Mamuju, and Center 
Mamuju then there are some ethnic groups such as Mandarese, Torajanese, 
Buginese, Javanese, and Makassarese. The similar between all of the tribes are 
usually using traditional costume in their traditional ceremony. They also have 
same material clothes that is silk sarong ordinary made by people and using silk 
fibers. The only difference between them is the size of every traditional costume 
(Hariana, 2010:76).  
Mandarese is one of the tribes in West Sulawesi with many traditions and 
traditional arts. Traditional costume in Mandarese is one of the traditional arts that 
have many symbols and functions to convey the message in their society (Salam, 
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2017). The researcher knows that every message in Lipa Saqbe Mandar have 
meaning as information to show the identity from their user and it is related with 
Al-Ahzab verse 59:  
 َلَج ْنِم َّنِهْيَلَع َنيِنُْدي َنيِنِمْؤُمْلا ِءاَسِنَو َ ِتاََنبَو َ ِجاَوَْزِلِ ُْلق ُّيِبَّنلا اَهَُّيأ اَي َ ِل
ٰ ََٰ  َّنِهِبيِب
 ُي َْنأ ٰ َىنَْدأاًميِحَر اًرُوفَغ ُهَّللا َناَكَو ۗ َنَْيَُْٰؤي َلَف َنْف ٌَ ْع   
 “O Prophet! Tell Thy wives and daughters, and the believing women, that 
they should cast their outer garments over their persons (when abroad): 
that is most convenient, that they should be known (As such) and not 
molested. And God is Oft-Forgiving and Most Merciful.” 
(Translation by Ali 1937:1126) 
 In Al- Ahzab verse 59 explain about the obligation for women to cover 
their body or using hijab to protect them from harm and not be abused. But 
according to Quraish Shihab in Tafsir Al-Misbah, the main point of this verse is 
“that is most convenient, that they should be known (As such) and not molested” 
(319-3210). It means that, there is identity showing by woman who using hijab to 
avoid them from disturbance. 
From verse 59 in Al-Ahzab on above, the researcher can be said that the 
costume has main function express the message and to show the identity from 
their users and it can make a difference from the others is not an exception with 
the traditional costume itself. It means that, every tribe has traditional costume in 
order to show their identity in group of people. 
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As the component of Traditional Costume of Mandarese, Lipa Saqbe 
Mandar (traditional sarong from mandarese) is a part of traditional costume in 
Mandarese consists of design, colors, and motif which are explain different 
meanings. The designs, colors, and motifs in Lipa Saqbe Mandar can as the tool 
to express the meaning of the culture in Mandarese. It is appropriate to analyze 
Lipa Saqbe Mandar by using semiology because by those designs, colors, and 
motifs that can be as an objects of the study cause still part of the signs. 
Semiology is the study about signs or symbols. Umberto Eco in Chandler 
said that semiology (semiotics) is concerned with everything that can be taken as 
a sign (2007:2). According to Zoest, semiology is a method to analyze textual 
meaning where appears in linguistics study, cultural study, and literature (1996: 
5). Semiotics as media to learn sign is not only focused on the sign itself but still 
study about the process of how meanings are made by the group of people and 
how meaning is represented reality in society (Chandler, 2007:2). 
 The process of semiology in mythology from Roland Barthes consists of 
two levels, first in linguistics system (denotation level) and second in mythical 
system (connotation level).  To determine the messages in Lipa Saqbe Mandar, 
Mythology theory from Roland Barthes can as the tool to show the identities from 
the meaning Lipa Saqbe Mandar which are consist of design, colors, and motifs. 
It is appropriate to analyze symbols by using this theory from Roland Barthes 
because it can explain how the meaning of symbols in traditional costume works 
in society. 
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 The researcher chooses Traditional Costume of Mandarese because by 
this object, the researcher can determine how traditional costume of Mandarese 
works and represent the meaning by their users in Mandarese society. The 
researcher selects Lipa Saqbe Mandar (Traditional sarong from Mandar) as the 
main object because there are many kinds and consists of various designs, colors, 
and motifs. To analyze this sarong, the researcher is very interested to use theory 
mythology from Roland Barthes because it can be used to explain the denotation 
and connotation in the product of the culture like Lipa Saqbe Mandar. 
Based on the statement above, the researcher is interested in conducting 
the research which is entitled “The Interpretation of Symbols in Traditional 
Costume of Mandarese” by using semiotics based on Roland Barthes theory.  
B. Problem Statement 
Based on the background above, the researcher formulated research 
questions, as follows: How are the symbols in Traditional Costume of Mandarese 
represented based on theory of mythology from Roland Barthes’s? 
C. Objective of Research 
Based on the problem statement above, in this study the researcher 
analyzed the existences of symbols represented in traditional costume of 
Mandarese. 
D. Significance of Research 
The significance of the study as follows: 
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1) For the researcher are to know the kinds of symbols and meaning of symbols in 
traditional costume of Mandarese. 
2)  In addition, by conducting this study the researcher expects that it can enrich 
semiology study especially the study related with the culture. 
3) For the reader, this research can be a reference to know the culture from 
Mandarese itself then give some information about symbols in traditional 
costume of Mandarese. 
 
E. Scope of Research 
In this thesis, the researcher focused on analyzes the denotative, 
connotative, and myths in Lipa Saqbe Mandar (traditional sarong of Mandarese 
people) as the traditional costume of Mandarese societies based on Roland 
Barthes theory. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Previous Study 
Before conducting this research, there are some researchers who have done 
the related study and most of them researched about the symbols but different 
objects. The related researches that the researcher takes some references were 
written by: 
Hartoyo Ariyadi (2014), Denotative and Connotative analysis on the 
Adevertisements of New Axe Provoke Even Goddesses Will Fall version. He 
focused on investigates meaning in advertisements of New Axe Provoke even 
Goddesses Will Fall Version through semiotics. He used theory from Roland 
Barthes especially in analyzing denotation and connotation in the advertisements.  
In that study, he has found the messages that the advertisements is producers 
influences the consumer by offering a reward and to convince the consuments to 
buy the perfume that is very effective. 
Farah Hanum Isfandiyary (2017), The Aspects of Semiotics Using Barthes 
Theory On A Series of Unfortunate Events Movie Poster. She used theory from 
Roland Barthes especially to find denotation and connotation in movie A Series of 
Unfortunate Events. She has found the sign show not only the images and the 
words but also show that the behind from the meanings that the sign support the 
title from the movie poster, they are about unfortunate events.   
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Risky Nikmah Amaliah (2014), Simbolisasi Ideologi Agama dalam Film 
Kartun Spongebob Squarepants ( Analisis Semiologi Roland Barthes). In that 
research, she used theory from Roland Barthes to find the symbolic religion 
messages from cartoon Spongebob Square Pants. The result of her study that 
there are many ideological religion symbols which is represented in cartoon 
Spongebob Square Pants, especially in Jewish religion.  
Rudi Stira (2012), “The Symbols Interpretation in Tongkonan House by 
Roland Barthes Theory”. He focused on analyzed the kind of symbols in 
Tongkonan house in Tana Toraja regency based on Roland Barthes theory. He 
found the data there are nineteen kinds of symbols in Tongkonan House at Tana 
Toraja and there are three aspects influence kinds of symbols in Tongkonan house 
such as, cultural aspect, social aspect, and spiritual aspect.  
Karmila Mokoginta (2018), “Konotasi dan Mitos Warna Dalam Bahasa 
Inggris dan Budaya Masyarakat Gorontalo”. She focused on analyzed the 
connotation and myths of some utterances related with colors in English 
languages and the colors related with the culture of Gorontalo society by using 
Roland Barthes theory. She found the data there are similarities between colors in 
english language and Gorontalo culture where the black color and white color 
shows the same pattern. The black colors are related with offended or hurt the 
feeling from someone and the white colors are related with pleasure feelings. 
All the previous studies have different objects with the researcher but have 
same theory from Roland Barthes especially in analyzing denotation and 
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connotation. The other differences from some previous studies with the researcher 
are Hartoyo, Farah, Rudi only focused on denotation and connotation levels from 
Barthes but from Risky and Karmila were very closer with the researcher because 
both of the researcher focused until the level of myths that represents in the 
objects of the studies. 
B. Semiology 
Semiology (Peirce called Semiotics) with simple meaning is the study 
about sign. Umberto Eco in Chandler said that semiology is concerned with 
everything that can be taken as a sign (2007:2). According to Chandler (2007:2) 
Semiology as media to learn sign is not only focused on sign itself but still study 
about the process of how meaning is made by group of people and how to explain 
the meaning of the symbol deeply. In the other word, semiology does not only 
refer to sign itself but still study how the symbols represent the object. 
Semiology involves the study not only of what we refer to as 
“signs” in everyday speech, but of anything which “stands for” something 
else. In a semiotic sense, sings take the form of words, images, sounds, 
gestures, and objects. Contemporary semioticians study signs not in 
isolation but as part of semiotic “sign system” (such as a medium or 
genre). They study how meanings are made and how reality is represented 
(Chandler, 2007:2). 
Semiology is the theory to analyze that is focused on signs in the social 
life. Semiology was popularized by Saussure where his theory indicated from the 
binary concept consists of signifier (the word or image) and signified (the 
concept) that those are unseparated unit. The example of relation signifier 
between signified can be seen in below: 
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Signifier                                                                  Signified 
Word or image: “rose”                        concept of “roses”: romance 
                                                              Passion, love.   
 
 
 
                       Sign (Relation or equivalence) 
According to Allen, if a roses is a sign of romance in our culture (for 
example in love poem and valentine days) because it is the result of combination 
the signifier (the word or picture) between the signified (the cultural concept of 
roses), so that this is combination produces the rose a sign of romance, passion, 
and love (2003: 59). As model of meanings are produced, Ferdinand de Saussure 
in semiology gives contribute to Roland Barthes’s projects in Mythology.  
C.  Denotation and Connotations 
The denotation is a real meaning or still moving on sensory perception 
(Barthes, 1972: 113-114). In addition, it is a first order statement which concern 
the literal meaning of the words that make up that statement (Allen, 2003: 50). To 
move from the plane of denotation to connotation involves the same processes 
that will be presents in the reading of myth.  
Roland Barthes describes the connotation as the interaction that occurs 
when the sign meets the feelings, knowledge, emotion of their users and the 
values of their culture and history. The connotations being a system that consist of  
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signifiers, signified, and the process which unites the former to the latter or 
signification system (Barthes, 1968: 91).  
D. Mythology 
The myth was very close with stories from the greek. Myth in the greeks is 
explaining the story about their gods, heroes, or mystical story. Myth in the Greek 
is a traditional myth. To make different traditional myth have explained on above 
with modern myth, Barthes called modern myth with mythology (Hasyim, 2015: 
24).   
According to Barthes, mythology is not an object, but it is a form of the 
communication system in conveying messages. It is a type of speech, so all the 
things or product of human beings can be considered as a myth when its appear in 
context and defined by the delivery of its message (1972:109). It is not only found 
in oral language form itself but also the form of writing text, film, photography, 
scientific research, sport, performance, and painting (Iswidayati, 2010:). From the 
myth, the people are usually used to determine the messages. Mythology is a 
modern myth where be included in rational thinking. So, traditional myth is all of 
the unlogic stories but people convince with its rightness and modern myth is all 
of the stories that is rationalized by people until the societies get the assumption 
that it is the true or natural story (Hasyim, 2015: 24-26). 
 The concept of mythology is the popular theory in nowadays that many 
people always using in their research. It was formulated by Roland Barthes that 
improvement from the theory of semiology which existed before from Ferdinand 
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de Saussure. So, according to Allen (2003:59) as the model of how meanings are 
produced, Ferdinand de Saussure in semiology contributes greatly to Barthes’s 
project in Mythologies and it provides him with a clear and coherent explanation 
as of how the messeages does it work.  
Ferdinand de Saussure explain the concept of semiology only on 
linguistics level or commonly linguist called denotation level (The first system of 
signification) but Roland Barthes developed two systems of semiotics, those are 
denotation (first order signification or linguistics system) and connotation (second 
order signification or mythical system). He represents scheme and can be 
portrayed in below: 
 
 
Linguistics 
system 
(denotation)  
Mythical 
system 
(connotation) 
 
In linguistics system (the first order of signification), the signified is the 
concept and the signifier is the acoustic image then the relation between concept 
and image is the sign (the word, for instance). It can be determined that the 
meaning from sensory perception or still moving on denotation level (real 
 Signifier 1 
 
picture  
Signified 2 
 
Concept 
 
3. Sign / 
 
 Signifier I  
 
FORM 
 
 
 Signified II 
 
CONCEPT 
 
Sign III  
 
SIGNIFICATION  
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meaning). As well as, in the mythical system is constructed from the semiological 
chain which existed before. It is consist of three kinds of the term that can be 
described such as the signifier, the signified, and the sign (Barthes, 1972: 113-
114).  
a.    Signifier 
In the mythical system, the Signifier is a means of sound (material 
aspects). The signifier gets the result from the final of linguistics system. The 
signifier of the mythical system is formed, but it is very different from signifier in 
linguistics system that was the meaning. In addition, the meaning of the signifier 
consists of value, history, and its show from the kind of knowledge, a past, a 
memory, a comparative order of facts, and other decision from the human in their 
life (Barthes, 1972: 117). In signifier, the form of myth is not a symbol but the 
people always presented meaning continuously, so many people think that form of 
myth is a symbol. The meaning was produced by conventions among the language 
community. In this case that the meaning of the sign become exist because of the 
agreement of the language community. 
b.    Signified 
In the mythical system, the signified is a representation of mental 
(messages or concept that was obtained through signifier (form). There is two 
reasons why myth can appear in the level of signified, first, it is from history and 
second is from intentional. The concept was filled by the situation, through the 
concept a whole new history will stand in myths.  The Character of the concepts is 
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formless, unstable, nebulous, unity and whole coherence. A signified can have 
several signifiers with only one signified or have many forms but only one single 
meaning (Barthes, 1972: 118-119). 
c.    Sign 
Sign in the level of the mythical system is called signification. In the 
second order signification, the sign is the myth itself that is very different in the 
first order signification where the sign is concrete meaning (real meaning). The 
Sign is a combination between the signifier (mythical form) and the signified 
(mythical concept) (Barthes, 1972: 121) 
To understand the concept of myth there is the popular example of the 
Negro man who salutes to French flag and it can be seen in below: 
 
Signifier 1      
   
 
 
Signified 2 
 
Young black male, 
hand near face, with 
hat. 
 
 
Sign 3 = Signifier I 
A negro is giving the French salute 
 
Signified II 
Frenchness and 
Militariness 
 
 
Sign III 
French  empire (It’s just a fact : look at this good negro who salutes like 
one of our own boys) 
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Explanation:  
Signifier 1: picture of Paris Match Magazine (signifier 1 is the image of 
the content). 
Signified 2: where the young black male, hand near with his face and 
using hat (the concept or characteristics of the image) 
Sign 3: a negro is giving the French salute (the relation between signifier 1 
(image) and signified 2 (concept)). 
 The process on above is the process of linguistics system or still on 
denotation level. Explanation the example from Paris Match Magazine in the 
level mythical system can be seen in below:   
Signifier I: “a negro is giving the French salute” from sign 3 become 
SIGNIFIED I or become a new form in the mythical system. 
Signified II : “ Frenchness ans Militariness” still the concept in mythical 
system. 
Sign III:  The French Empire (this is the last term of mythical system then 
connotation and myth can be found from this term. 
In the mythical system, the model of signifier and signified emphasize that 
the importance of social conventions between other people to the concrete form 
(signifier) and the concept (signified). Those are represented because of the social 
agreement between of the language users (Hasyim, 2014: 24-25). 
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E. Traditional Costume of Mandarese 
1.    History 
Mandarese costumes which have progressed in Western Sulawesi province 
have an important role almost similar with the three major tribes namely, 
Buginese, Torajanese, and Makassarese. Moreover, according to historical records 
in the 15th century, there are many small kingdoms spread in Mandarese territory. 
So, it is not surprising that Mandarese costumes have a tradition to use the 
beautiful traditional costume because it reflects with the greatness of his tribe in 
the past. (Kusumah, 2010).   
Lipa Saqbe Mandar certainly cannot be separated with an activity of 
Mandarese people, especially with their economic development. According to 
Ridwan, as the tribe who was familiar with trading and sailing until Kalimantan, 
Melaka, Singapura, Thailand, and Kamboja, the weave product of Mandarese 
people become good quality at the time beside their local product such as copra, 
rattan, coconut oil, and golden seed. Mostly Lipa Saqbe Mandar made by a 
woman in Mandarese and this is story can be found in the data “the history in 
Kingdom of Balanipa” writes by the functionary of Netherlands in the colonial 
era. So, it is not surprising when weaver silk in Mandar mostly made by the 
woman because it can continue their habits from their ancestor (2015:1). 
According to Darmansyah (interview on June 28, 2018), the traditional 
sarong from Mandarese is early known by people only two designs consist of 
Sureq Salaka (red color with square shapes) and Sureq Pangulu Padang (black 
color with square shapes. The square shapes in the motif of the Mandarese sarong 
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are explaining about Mandarese itself, where Mandarese consist many tribes, 
behaviors, and various kingdom but only one nation.  
2.    Definition and function 
Traditional costume of Mandarese had been divided into three parts 
depends on their social strata such as traditional costume for Maraqdia (member 
of the royal family), Anggota hadat (member of functionary kingdom), and Tau 
Sama (ordinary people) (Salam, 2017: 42). Sometimes using the traditional 
costume for men usually symbolizes that the men should be skillful (Novianti, 
2016). As the part of the traditional costume, Lipa Saqbe Mandar should be 
classified depends on their social strata which are appropriate with motif, design, 
and color of Lipa Saqbe Mandar itself. Commonly, motif and color in the 
traditional costume and Mandarese sarong consist of different meanings and it can 
express the social strata of Mandarese people. Lipa Saqbe Mandar has functioned 
as a complement of traditional costume and usually used in the traditional 
wedding ceremony, traditional dance, the tradition of Sayyang Pattudu or 
Mappatammaq (the horse dancing and graduation for the people who finish 
reciting Al-Quran), etc. 
3. Kinds of Lipa Saqbe Mandar 
The differences one sarong with another sarong of Mandarese can be 
determine through the colors, and the size on the line of the sarong. The design of 
sarong of Mandarese called sure’ and divided into nine groups:  
1. Refers to natural color, for example: sure’ bolong, sure gamalo, sure padada, 
etc. 
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2. Refers to line of the sarong, for example: sure’ ranni-ranni, sure’ ke’de-ke’de, 
sure lowing. 
3. Refers to name of person, for example : sure’ Harmoko, sure Alim Bahri, etc 
4. Refers to the official functionary, for example: jassa, Kepala Daerah, Datu’, 
Mara’dia, Pangulu, etc. 
5. Refers to the name of plants, for example: Batu Dadima, Aroppo, Lako-lako 
etc.  
6. Refers to the name of animal, for example: Penja, Baro Bukkur, Tembang, etc. 
7. Refers to the things, for example: Panggori, Padada Pindang, Benggol,etc. 
8. Refers to the name of food, for example: Sokkol, Bata Giling, etc.  
9. Refers to the name of city, for example: Sure Jakarta, Sure Samarinda, Sure 
Padang, Sure Surabaya, etc. (Bodi, 2012: 40).  
 
F. The  Conceptual Framework  
The Conceptual framework of this research is the manner that it is doing by 
the researcher to find the answers in this research. Based on theory had explained 
on above, this research is focused on the messeges that represent in designs, 
colors, and motifs on Lipa Saqbe Mandar (Traditional sarong from Mandarese) 
through semiology analysis by using the theory of mythology from Roland 
Barthes. The ideas had explained above that can be seen below: 
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The scheme of Conceptual Framework 
Traditional Costume of Mandarese 
 
Lipa Saqbe Mandar (Traditional sarong from Mandarese) 
 
 
                       Design               Colors                     Motif 
 
Semiology 
 
Mythology (Roland Barthes) 
 
Denotation, Connotation, and Myths 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
A. Research Method 
This study primarily applies a descriptive-qualitative method. The 
characteristics of qualitative research are the kind of utterances (language) and the 
picture of Lipa Saqbe Mandar. In this research, the data were collected that 
related to the meanings from design, color, and motif in the traditional sarong of 
Mandarese. 
B. Data Sources 
1.  Primary Data 
The researcher took the data from three informants; they were Mr. 
Darmansyah (the chief of Masyarakat Sejarah Indonesia, Sulawesi Barat, in 
Majene regency), Mr. Ridwan (the chief of division developing and promotion of 
economics creative, Department of Tourism, in Polewali Mandar regency) and 
Kamariyah (the maker of traditional sarong from Mandarese, in Bala village, 
Balanipa district, Polewali Mandar regency) 
2. Secondary Data 
The secondary data in this research took from one book and one journal, 
consist of Lipa Saqbe Mandar: Tenunan Sutra Mandar- Sulbar by Muh. Idham 
Khalid Bodi and Laga-Laga: Jurnal seni pertunjukkan, (Makna Simbolik Bentuk 
Ragam Hias Sarung Tenun Sutera Mandar di Polewali Mandar) by Amri. Muh. 
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Iqdam Khalid Bodi is the chief of Balitbang kemenag Sulsel and Amri is the 
lecturer of STAI DDI Polman. The researcher took data from both of the writer 
because there were some pieces of information that cannot found while the 
interview with the informants. 
C.    Instrument of Research 
According to Hasyim, the instrument of research is all of the tools that 
used to obtain, manage, and interpret the information from various sources (2014: 
55). 
1.    Observation  
Observation is the type of qualitative research method which not only 
included the participant’s observation but also covered ethnography and research 
work in the field (Jamshed, 2014). The researcher has the observation in three 
places consist of two regencies such as Museum Mandar Majene (Majene 
regency), Bala village district Balanipa (Polewali Mandar regency) and 
Department of Tourism (Polewali Mandar regency). 
2.    Interviewing 
According to Oakley in Jamshed (2014) interview is a type of framework 
in which the practices and standards were not only recorded, but also achieved, 
challenged and as well as reinforced.  The researcher asked the informants such 
as, Mr. Darmansyah, Mr. Ridwan, and Mrs. Kamariah and other people who know 
information about the history, the steps to make Mandarese sarong, and the places 
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of the research who are living in Majene regency and Polewali Mandar regency. 
The researcher interviewed while took some picture and recorded the voices of the 
informants by using handphone. The researcher asked for their comprehension, 
understanding, applying, and perception towards Mandarese sarong.   
D.    Procedure of Data Collection 
In collecting data, the researcher used some steps as a follows: 
1. The researcher had some observation in two regencies consist of Majene and 
Polewali Mandar regency that places such as, Bala village (Balanipa district), 
Museum Mandar Majene, Dinas Pariwisata, Polman. 
2. After the researcher got the information about informants, he continues 
prepared to interview to make depth the information.  
3. The research took some pictures in the place of the research and using hand 
phone to record the explanation from informants about Lipa Saqbe Mandar. 
4. After taking data from informants and make documentation, the researcher 
continues wrote the result of the interviewing from informants and got 
relevant data.  
5.  Last, the researcher took data from the book with the title “Lipa Saqbe 
Mandar: Tenunan Sutra Mandar- Sulbar by Idham Khalid Bodi and Laga-
Laga: jurnal seni pertunjukkan, (symbolic meaning of decoration from of 
Mandar silk Weaving Sarong in Polewali Mandar by Amri). 
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E.    Technique of Data Analysis 
After the data were collected from informants, books, and journal, the data 
were analyzed in the following steps: 
1. Collecting data from some meaning in Mandarese sarong consist of 
design, colors, and motif. 
2.  The researcher continues to analyze all of the information by using 
Roland Barthes theory especially theory of mythology. The researcher 
used a scheme from Roland Barthes into denotation (linguistics system) 
and connotation (mythical system). 
Linguistics 
system 
(Denotation) 
Mythical 
system  
(conotation) 
 
The researcher categorized the data and wrote the kind of signifier, 
signified, and sign in linguistics system and mythical system. 
3. Finally, the researcher gave some explanations about the data based on 
result of the scheme in the discussions. 
 
 
Signifier 1 
 
Form 
 Signified 2 
 
Concept 
 
 Sign  3/ 
 
 Signifier I 
 
Form 
 
 
Signified II 
 
Concept  
 
 Sign III 
 
Signification  
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter consists of two sections, the research finding and the 
discussion of the research findings. The research findings are presented data 
description and the discussion reveals some arguments then continue to give 
interpretation to the objects by using theory of mythology from Roland Barthes. 
After collecting data, the researcher found out some explanations related 
to Lipa Saqbe Mandar by interviewing three people as the informants of this 
research. To support the data analysis, the researcher found two books and one 
journal that consisted of some explanations about the meaning of Lipa Saqbe 
Mandar. 
To analyze this design, the researcher conducted analysis of denotative, 
connotative, and myths. The researcher describes denotative meaning as the actual 
meaning and connotation based on knowledge, experience, background and the 
emotion of the researcher.  
A. FINDING 
1. Design   
The name of design in Mandarese sarong called Sureq, and the researcher 
took 10 data to the designs of Mandarese sarong such as: 
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1). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Pangulu 
Signifier 1 
  
 
 
 
Signified 2 
 
The base colors are 
brown combine 
with purple and 
black then consist 
of small squares 
shapes. 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
 
Sureq pangulu  
(pangulu Design) 
 
Signified II 
 
Generally used by 
headman in Mandarese 
society 
 
Sign III 
The mark of high class social in Mandarese society 
      The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh, Iqdam Khalid Bodi  
The result of denotation level of this term got from signifier 1 that show 
the example of picture of Sureq pangulu design and signified 2 explain the 
characteristics of Sureq pangulu where this design have colors consist of brown, 
purple, and black then have motif with small squares.The name of Sureq pangulu 
design comes from the Mandarese language itself where Pangulu means the 
headman or the chief of Mandarese society. The headman (pangulu) is usually 
convey the moral message or advice to other people in that society along his life 
and other people will highly respected to him because his role in Mandarese 
society. So, to make different the headman between other people in Mandarese 
society, the maker of Mandarese sarong made sureq pangulu design so that, gives 
personal identity to headman in Mandarese society. 
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  The result of connotation, Sureq Pangulu design is usually used by the 
headman society where he acts as the representative of custom and religion. The 
headman in Mandarese society who know more about rules of custom and 
principle related to religion especially to Islamic moral messages that easier to get 
highly respect in Mandarese society. The headman in this society usually has 
background from the nobility people and who stand in the high class society. 
From that reason, the researcher determined Sureq Pangulu design is usually used 
by the headman in Mandarese society connected to the the marker of the high 
class in Mandarese society. 
2). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Salaka  
Signifier 1 
 
  
 
Signified 2 
 
The base color 
is black and 
consists of 
squares motif 
with white line. 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
 
Sureq salaka 
(salaka design) 
 
Signified II 
This design used by the 
consort of king in 
Mandarese society 
 
Sign III 
The mark of high class social in Mandarese society 
   The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi  
The result of denotation level of Sureq Salaka design got from signifier 1 
that show the example of picture of Sureq Salaka design and signified 2 explain 
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the characteristics of Sureq salaka where this design consists of black color with 
small squares motif. This design is wore by the consort of King in Mandarese 
society and suitable with the color is usually wore by women. The design of 
sarong Mandarese which are wore by the consort of King in Mandarese society 
and show identities and understable the Mandarese societies. 
In the level connotation, Sureq salaka design is used by the consort of the 
leader in Mandarese society. This new form represent the new concept of this 
term that the consort of the leader in Mandarese society as the user of Sureq 
Salaka design usually have character as the advisor to the leader and still in the 
high social society. In addition, everybody highly respected to her after the leader 
of Mandarese itself.  So, the connotation of this design is related to the high class 
society because whatever the design used by the consort of king that people will 
always give assumptions this design associated to the high class society. 
3). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Maraqdia (king design) 
Sureq Maraqdia design is wore by the nobilities who have positions in the 
Mandarese Kingdom. The characteristics are designed by brown color combined 
with purple color and square motifs. According to Asdy (2015: 86) in the 
previously period, Sureq Maraqdia is used by the nobilities and the functionary of 
the Mandarese kingdom. Mandarese society called Sureq Maraqdia design as the 
King design because the meaning of Maraqdia is King. The scheme can be seen 
in below: 
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Signifier 1 
  
 
 
Signified 2 
 
The base color 
of this design is 
brown combined 
with purple with 
square shapes 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / 
 Signifier I 
Sureq Maraqdia 
 ( king design) 
 
Signified II 
This design is used by 
nobility people who 
becomes functionary  of 
Mandarese kingdom 
 
Sign III 
The mark of high class of social in Mandarese society 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In the level connotation, Sureq Maraqdia is the design wore by nobility 
people who have a position in Mandarese kingdom related to their duty to serve 
people in Mandarese society. Generally, other people will appreciate their job as 
the functionary of the Mandarese kingdom and give assumptions to them as the 
important person. So, this design associated to the marker of the high class society 
because it wore by nobilities as the functionary of the Mandarese societies. 
4).Denotative and Connotive Meaning in Sureq Beru-Beru  
The denotation meaning of Sureq Beru-Beru design is used by common 
people. The base color is designed consists by using white and blue with small 
squares motif. The Sureq Beru-Beru design generally is wore by common people 
in every traditional ceremony in Mandarese society. The meaning of Sureq Beru-
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Beru design was taken from the traditional name of jasmine flowers in Mandarese 
called beru-beru.The scheme can be seen in below: 
Signifier 1 
  
 
 
Signified 2 
The base color of 
this design is 
white combine 
with blue. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
Sureq beru-beru (yasmine flower )  
 
Signified II 
Generally used by 
common people in 
Mandarese society. 
 
Sign III 
The mark of lower class social society 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
Sureq Beru-Beru design is used by common people in Mandarese society. 
Common people as the citizens always believe and give respect to their leader. As 
the design used by common people in Mandarese society, the researcher analyzed 
that Sureq Beru-Beru design associated to the lower class society. Generally, by 
wearing this design people can give mark and may easily recognized in which 
class people from. 
5). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Padada 
The denotation meaning of Sureq Padada design is wore by woman as the 
advisor in Mandarese kingdom. The characteristics of this design are consisting of 
pink color and small squares motif. According to Idham (2015: 37) this design is 
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used by Anggota Hadat Tobaine or generally used by women as the functionary in 
Mandarese kingdom.  Nowadays, it is design especially for the young women 
whose ride in the dancing horse in traditional ceremony of Sayyang Pattuqduq 
and it is traditional Mandarese ceremony when the people finished in reciting holy 
Al-Quran or to commemorate Islamic Mauled in Mandarese societies. the scheme 
can be seen in below: 
Signifier 1 
  
  
 
Signified 2 
The base color is 
red with squares 
is bigger than 
sureq pangulu 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
Sureq padada  
(Padada design) 
 
Signified II 
Generally used by 
woman as the advisor 
in Mandarese society 
 
Sign III 
The role of woman in Mandarese society 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In the level of connotation, Sureq Padada as the design wore by woman 
who works in the functionary in Mandarese kingdom. It shows the new concept 
that is related to the functional of the woman in Mandarese society. In analyzing 
this design, the researcher indicated that in the previous period there was the role 
of Mandarese women who becomes the functionary in Mandarese kingdom. It can 
be determined by the wearing of Sureq Padada design who becomes functionary 
to organize system of government in Mandarese society. The connotation level 
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Sureq Padada design represents the important role of women in Mandarese 
societies. 
6). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Batu Dadima 
In the level of denotation, Sureq Batu Dadima design generally wore by 
the young women from all of the class Mandarese societies. The meaning of 
Sureq Batu Dadima is the seed of pomegranate. The scheme can be seen in below: 
Signifier 1 
  
 
Signified 2 
The base 
colors are 
purple 
combine with 
pink. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / 
 Signifier I 
Sureq batu dadima 
(the seed of pomegranate design) 
 
Signified II 
generally used by the 
women teenagers in all of 
the class in Mandarese 
society 
 
Sign III 
Equality in Mandarese society 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In the level of connotation, Sureq Batu Dadima design as generally wore 
by the girls from class society. It shows the new concept namely equality of the 
girls in Mandarese society. The equality of the women teenagers in Mandarese 
society indicates that the teenagers have the same position with others teenagers to 
protect themselves from bad attitude and avoid bad behaviour in their activities 
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society. For examples, if they do some bad attitude such as against the rule of 
justice and religion, it can make disgrace to the Mandarese society, and they will 
be punished such as expulsion and excommunication from their environment 
whatever their social stratum in Mandarese society. Consequently, the researcher 
concluded that this design indirectly represents to the equality among Mandarese 
society given to girls who wearing the Sureq Batu Dadima design. 
As two sides of a coin, designs of Mandarese traditional sarong usually 
related to the class of society. There are some design of Mandarese sarongs that 
used by all of the levels of social class. Although they have different social status 
but they have same position in the justice and religion which they practiced.  
7). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Penja  
Sureq Penja design is wore by common people in coastwise of Mandarese 
society and it is also well known as Sureq Ranni-Ranni. The characteristics shows 
the black color combined with purple and white that coloured in the small squares 
motifs. The name of Sureq Penja was taken from commodity of the seas in 
Mandarese society that people called Penja and local people called a thousand 
small fish where spread in the sea of Western Sulawesi. According to reliance of 
Mandarese people, originally Penja is a fish that falling from the sky along the 
rainfall in certain seasons. Sometimes local people give assumptions that fish as 
Tomanurung or as a something from the sky (Ridwan, 2015). The naming of 
Sureq Penja design in Mandarese society may represent the seafood of 
commodities in livelihood of Mandarese people. the scheme can be seen in below: 
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Signifier 1 
 
  
 
Signified 2 
The base 
colors are 
black combine 
with white and 
purple. 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
 
Sureq penja (the thousand small fish 
design) 
 
Signified II 
 
generally used by common 
people in coastwise of 
Mandarese society 
 
 
Sign III 
 
High respect to Maritime activity in Mandarese society 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
Sureq Penja design is wore by common people in coastwise of Mandarese 
society. It shows the new concept in connotation level that is penja is a kind of 
fish that one Mandarese commodities from Mandarese fishermen. In addition, the 
research indicated that Sureq Penja could represent the habitual action especially 
related to livelihood in the sea among Mandarese society. The Mandarese people 
very highly respected to the all activity related to the fishery and sailing. 
 Based on many tradition in Mandarese society, when they want to make 
Sandeq boat, they must conduct ritual tradition to get blessing from the God and 
that is one of the way to show respect feeling to the ocean in Mandarese society. 
In other way, design of Sureq Penja expresses their respect feeling to the ocean 
according to Mandarese society. Consequently, the researcher conclude that, the 
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naming of Sureq Penja cannot be separated to the all activities from Mandarese 
people especially those related to the maritime culture because it represents the 
high respect to word of maritime activity and their sense of belonging to the 
ocean. 
8). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Gattung layar  
Signifier 1 
 
 
  
 
Signified 2 
The base color 
are black mixed 
combine with 
white and brown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
 
Sureq Gattung layar 
(the sail design) 
 
Signified II 
Generally used by the 
sailors when they were 
sailing 
 
 
Sign III 
High respect to Maritime activity in Mandarese society 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
Sureq Gattung Layar design is wore by the sailors in Mandarese society. It 
is designed with black, white, brown color and formed in the squares motif that is 
bigger than Sureq Penja design. The naming of Gattung Layar design was taken 
from the sail in Sandeq as the traditional Mandarese sailboat that usually used by 
the sailors when they sail in the ocean for trading and fishing.  
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 Sureq Gattung Layar design has a similarity to the Sureq Penja design 
because this represents maritime activity based on their naming in Mandarese 
society. The naming of Sureq Gattung Layar taken from the component of 
traditional sailboat and Sureq Penja taken from the name of the ocean commodity 
in Mandarese society. In other side, this design generally wore by sailors when 
sailing to the ocean for trading and fishing. So, it is not surprised that in this 
design cannot be separated to the activity of Mandarese society especially in 
maritime activity because by made this design, Mandarese society want to show 
their high respect feeling to word maritime activity.  
9). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Bandera 
Signifier 1 
 
 
  
Signified 2 
The color of this 
design is similar 
with the color of 
the rainbow. 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
 
Sureq bandera ( flag design)  
 
Signified II 
 
Generally used by the 
entire class social in 
Mandarese society. 
  
Sign III 
 
Equality and unity in Mandarese society 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
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Sureq Bandera is designed by consist various colors that is similar to the 
rainbow The naming of Sureq Bandera taken from the name of flag in Balanipa 
kindom called Bandera Isorai where the color is similar to the rainbow. Balanipa 
kingdom is one of the fourteen small kingdoms that spread among in Mandarese 
areas. The design is generally by wore by common people in Mandarese society 
(Idham, 2015: 39). In addition, Ahmad (2015: 39) said that, this design is used by 
the Mandarese dancers who come from local people which is usually called 
Pattuqduq Tommuane.   
Sureq Bandera design is wore by common people in Mandarese society 
that indicates equality among Mandarese society. It is similar with the connotation 
of Sureq Padada design that also indicates the equality among teenager especially 
the Mandarese girls. In other hand, rainbow colors can be indicated as the equality 
and respect feeling among Mandarese society. The flag name of this design 
indicates the unity among people of Balanipa kingdom as the one of small 
kingdom in Mandarese society. 
10). Denotative and Connotative Meaning in Sureq Jassa 
Sureq Jassa design is designed by various colors such as brown, red, 
purple and black. This design is wore by public prosecutor and judge in the 
colonial era. The naming of Sureq Jassa was taken from the name of functionary 
in public prosecutor of that Mandarese people called Jassa. The scheme can be 
seen  in below: 
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Signifier 1 
 
 
Signified 2 
The base colors are 
brown, purple, red 
and black. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
Sureq Jassa 
(the lawyer design)  
 
Signified II 
Generally used by 
judge in Mandarese 
society 
 
Sign III 
 
Law and judgment 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
It indicates the systems of law and judgement among this society becomes 
exists in the early period of Mandarese kingdom. In addition, the Mandarese 
people could know more about law regulation in their society to serve people well 
and fairly. The researcher give assumptions that Sureq Jassa design indirectly 
represents the existences law system of Mandarese society. It also indicates that 
the government system of this society is very complex.  
2. Color 
The meaning of the colors in traditional sarong from Mandarese have 
symbols are commonly related to behavior and the characteristics of Mandarese 
people and showing philosophy values in the Mandarese culture. In addition, the 
colors of designs in this sarong are related to nature such as red associated with 
the fire, black and brown associated with the earth. (Amri, 2017: 172).  
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1). Brown color 
 In the denotation level, the researcher shows the design of brown color in 
Mandarese sarong as the one of the kind of colors that used in Mandarese society. 
In another side, the real meaning of brown color is a dark color like coffee or earth 
(Longman Dictionary, 2001: 68). The design of brown colors in Mandarese 
sarong are commonly worn by Mandarese people because the materials of this 
color are natural materials and easy to find by the maker of Mandarese sarong. 
The natural materials of brown color take from small coconut and a tree where the 
local people called Gamalo (Bodi, 2015: 17). The scheme can be seen in below: 
Signifier 1 
  
 
 
Signified 2 
 
Brown: color of 
earth or coffe with 
milk. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
The design of brown color in sarong 
Mandar 
 
Signified II 
Good behaviour, wise, 
and honour. 
 
Sign III 
Brown associated with good behaviour, wise, and respectability. 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In connotation level, brown color in Mandarese society is connoted with 
good behavior, wise, and honour. It also represents that Mandarese people should 
well behavior and should be wise in order to build good relations among society. 
They also must keep their honour in order to maintain the identity among others. 
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So that, the brown color in Mandarese sarong indirectly represents the principle 
behavior belongs to Mandarese society. 
2). Red color 
Signifier 1 
 
 
 
Signified 2 
 
Red: the colour of 
blood 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
The design of Red color in sarong 
Mandar 
 
Signified II 
Courageous and 
Strong 
Sign III 
                Red associated with Courageous and Strong 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In denotation level, red color in Mandarese sarong showed by the 
researcher as color that is usually used by Mandarese people. According to the 
Oxford dictionary, the red color is the color of blood (2011: 368). The maker of 
Mandarese sarong are common gets red color from the bark of mangrove tree 
(Bodi, 2015: 17). 
In Connotation level, red color in Mandarese society is connoted with 
courageous and strong. These characters related to principal behavior of the 
Mandarese society that must apply by people in order to keep their society from 
disturbance that may come from the other societies. In other hands, the 
courageous and strong feelings represented by Mandarese people indicates that 
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they must have these feelings in order to overcome the problems from their 
society itself, such as rebellion and wickedness that may come in their society. 
3. Black color 
Signifier 1 
 
 
 
 
Signified 2 
 
Black  color: the color 
of the sky at night 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
The design of Black color in sarong Mandar 
 
Signified II 
Simplicity and 
resoluteness 
 
 
Sign III 
Black associated with simplicity and resoluteness 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In denotation level, black color in Mandarese sarong showed by the 
researcher as the one of color usually used by Mandarese people. According to 
Longman dictionary, black is the color of the night at the sky ( 2001; 53). The 
black color in Mandarese sarong is commonly used by the older person especially 
women in Mandarese society. It is usually getting by the maker of Mandarese 
sarong that called Nila. Nila is the plants is usually found in Mandar where the 
materials is used as perfume product. 
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In connotation level, the black color related to the simplicity and 
resoluteness. These characteristics express that Mandarese people are simple 
person and avoid bad attitude. Besides, they must keep their culture and filter 
other cultures that may influence their behavior. 
Moreover, it is also connoted to simplicity and resoluteness was not only 
admired by the Mandarese societies but other tribes like Kajang tribe in 
Bulukumba Regency, South Sulawesi where they show their identities by wearing 
the traditional costume with black color every day. 
4).The gold color 
Signifier 1 
 
 
 
Signified 2 
 
Gold color: like 
gold or made from 
gold. 
 
 
  
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
The example design of Gold color in 
Mandarese sarong 
 
Signified II 
Glory and 
Greatness 
 
Sign III 
Gold color associated with Luxurious 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In the denotation level, the gold color in Mandarese sarong shows by the 
researcher as the one of color usually used by Mandarese people. The gold color 
in Mandarese sarong becomes exist in the contemporary and modern era. In 
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addition, according to Amri (2017: 172), the creation of the gold color in 
Mandarese sarong is the innovation from the development in previous Mandarese 
sarong production. This color was addressed to the aesthetic value of sarong 
Mandarese itself. 
In connotation level, the golden color connoted to luxurious. This color 
indicates that the wearing of Mandarese sarongs show the personal identity 
through fashions among their societies. The luxurious represents in golden color is 
a kind of aesthetic values of Mandarese sarong. 
 Some people show the gold color relevance with extravagance, wealth, 
riches, and excess. All of the characteristics represented in gold color is describes 
the luxurious that represented in our societies and almost the product of the gold 
color shows by people like jewelry, house, long dress, or woven product in order 
to present luxurious feeling to the wearing of the products itself. Therefore the 
researcher gives assumptions luxurious is a kind of myths represented in color of 
Mandarese sarongs.  
5). Pink color  
In the level of denotation, the pink color in Mandarese sarong showed by 
the researcher as one of the colors usually used by Mandarese people. The 
meaning of pink color according to Longman dictionary is the color made by 
mixing red and white (2001: 401). It is color has similarities with gold color that 
represents the aesthetics values then become exist in the contemporary and 
modern era. 
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Signifier 1 
 
 
 
Signified 2 
 
Pink color: the color 
made by mixing red 
and white. 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3  / Signifier I 
The example design of pink color in sarong 
Mandarese. 
 
Signified II 
Woman  
 
Sign III 
Pink color associated with feminine 
The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi 
In the level of connotation, the pink color is connoted with the woman. 
Based on interview, nowadays, soft and bright colors such as, pink and orange 
mostly ordered by of Mandarese women. It indicates that this color express 
feminine sides women fashion. Pink color can be interpreted as sweet, nice, 
playful, cute, romantic, charming, tenderness. 
Generally, pink color represents as feminine that was not only shown in 
Mandarese sarongs but other products commonly found such as, furniture, dress, 
hijab, or other things especially show by women. When the laymen always 
indicate this color with feminine, that can be determined that pink color represents 
myth as the women sides or usually related to feminine sides.  
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3) Motif 
Signifier 1 
 
 
 
Signified 2 
1). Square shape 
2). Vertical line 
3). Horizontal line 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign 3 /  
Signifier I 
The prominent motif of Mandarese 
sarong consists of squares motif,   
vertical and horizontal lines 
 
 
Signified II 
1). Square shape = unity 
diversity.   2). Vertical  = the 
relation with God 
3). Horizontal = the relation 
with human being. 
  
Sign III 
The prominent motif in sarong Mandar associated with unity, diversity, 
relation with God and relation with human beings. 
       The source of picture from lipa saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid Bodi  
The square shapes, vertical, and horizontal line in Mandarese sarong is 
denotation that represents by a motif of that sarong itself. The real motif of the 
Mandarese sarong is known by people only one motif even though there are 
several motifs in Mandarese sarong has spread because of the influences from 
other sarongs especially from Lipa Saqbe from Buginese and the innovation from 
the maker of Mandarese sarong itself. 
The connotation of this motifs are consists of the square shape related to 
meaning unity and diversity, the vertical line related with relation to God, and the 
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horizontal line related with relation with human beings, that will be presented 
belows. 
1). Square shapes 
 According to Darmansyah (Interview on July 26, 2018), the squares 
motifs on Mandarese sarong describes Mandarese societies itself where this tribe 
consist of several small kingdoms but have the same philosophical system that 
they are standing in one nation. For long time ago, the Mandarese people had used 
this symbol of as the meaning of unity and diversity which consist of seven 
kingdoms comprised upstream and downstream such as of Pitu Ulunna Salu and 
Pitu Bagbana Binanga.  
2). Vertical line  
According to Ridwan (Interview on July 28, 2018) Vertical line is 
associated to relation human beings with God. In addition, according to Amri 
(2017: 173), the vertical line in the motif of the Mandarese sarong is related to the 
relationship with God or Hablumminallah in Arabic. It means that the Mandarese 
people as the human beings whom contemporary living in the world should 
always expect to God through worship and pray every day.  So that, to express 
their feelings that it is not only through worship and praying but through the motif 
of Mandarese sarong. Mostly Mandarese societies practice and follow the Islamic 
religion, express their tradition and moral values through the traditional ceremony, 
poem, and song.  
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3). Horizontal line 
The horizontal line in the motif of the Mandarese sarong has represented 
the relation among human beings (Hablumminannas). According to Amri (2017: 
174), Mandarese societies always try to make a good relationship among their 
societies even though they are different from the ethics, religion, and level class in 
society. These societies are realized that they cannot be living without 
contribution from each other or other societies.  
B. DISCUSSION 
The Mandarese people in conveying their philosophy, cultures, and 
custom were not only through their attitude in daily life but through their 
creations, such as Lipa Saqbe Mandar as the traditional Mandarese sarong. In 
determined denotation, connotation, and myth of designs, colors, and motifs of 
Mandarese sarong, the researcher can be found the answers of how the Mandarese 
society represents the symbols among their societies.  
The denotation is a real meaning or still moving on sensory perception 
(Barthes, 1972: 113-114). The denotation had presented by researcher through 
several name of design, color, motif, picture, and shape of the sarongs. In 
addition, the researcher presents the information about the materials and the users 
of the sarong in Mandarese societies.  
Furthermore, Roland Barthes (1972: 113-114), describes the connotation 
as the interaction that occurs when the sign meets the feelings, knowledge, 
emotion of their users and the values of their culture and history. The connotation 
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of this research can be represents of how the Mandarese societies appreciated their 
cultures through the designs, color, and motif of Mandarese sarong. The designs 
was described as the pattern of life among Mandarese societies and consist of, as 
the mark of class society, as the mark of the existences role of women, represents 
the equality in laws, represents their respect to maritime activity, and as the mark 
of the existence of law system in Mandarese societies. The colors of Mandarese 
sarong was described principle behavior of Mandarese societies such as good 
behavior, wise, honor were represented by brown color, simplicity and 
resoluteness were represented by black color, then courageous and strong were 
represented by red colors. 
Moreover, the motif of Mandarese sarong has described the ideology as a 
human society and religious people such as the squares shapes represents unity in 
diversity, the vertical line represents the relation human with God, and the 
horizontal line represents the relation human beings with other humans. This 
result related to other rersearches, such as, Risky Nikmah Amaliah (2014), where 
the result of her study presents that there are many ideological religion symbols 
which is represented in cartoon Spongebob Square Pants, especially in Jewish 
religion and Rudi Stira (2012), presents there are three aspects influence kinds of 
symbols in Tongkonan house such as, cultural aspect, social aspect, and spiritual 
aspect. 
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The application of theory from Roland Barthes, indirectly can be explain 
that how the Mandarese people appreciates their pattern of life, principle and 
behaviour, and also ideology among their societies.  
Nowadays, Mandarese societies always give innovations to their creations 
like Mandares sarong. From this fact, Mandarese societies could be represents the 
new meanings which are represents the social agreement of all of the societies and 
language users or semioticians called myths. According to Barthes, myth or 
mythology is not an object, but it is a form of the communication system in 
conveying messages. It is a type of speech, so all the things or product of human 
beings can be considered as a myth when it appears in context and defined by the 
delivery of its message (1972:109).  In addition, myth is all of the stories that is 
rationalized by people until the societies get the assumption that it is the natural 
story or becomes social agreement between the societies and language users 
(Hasyim, 2015: 24-26). In this research, only found two myths from the meaning 
of the colors in Mandarese sarong consist of pink and gold color. The existences 
of myths in Mandarese sarong because in this era, the wearing of Mandarese 
sarong more interesting to the aesthetic values of the colors, such as gold color 
represents the luxurious feeling and pink color represents feminine sides of the 
women. 
 Both of color are myths because there is social agreement not only 
Mandarese societies itself but also all of the societies and language users to admit 
the pink color related to feminine side and gold color related to luxurious. So, 
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both of the meaning creates the identity from the users, for example when 
Mandarese people wore Mandarese sarong in traditional ceremony in order to 
shows their identities as woman that is similar with others women who always use 
pink dress in Campus to study. This is similar with Karmila (2018) researches 
when the result of her study that the black colors are related with offended or hurt 
the feelings from someone and the white colors are related with pleasure feelings. 
She want to express that there are similarities feelings between pink and black 
color in the novels and people in the Gorontalo societies. Especially, in the 
reading of myths there is identity creates from the user between Mandarese 
societies and Gorontalo societies. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
This chapter is divided into two parts, they are conclusion and suggestion. 
A. Conclusion  
The Mandarese people in conveying their philosophy, cultures, and 
custom were not only through their attitude in daily life but through their 
creations, such as Lipa Saqbe Mandar as the traditional Mandarese sarong. In 
determined denotation, connotation, and myths of designs, colors, and motifs of 
Mandarese sarong, the researcher can be found the answers of how the Mandarese 
society represents the symbols among their societies.  
Mandarese people explains that Mandarese sarong consist of various kinds 
from the designs, colors, and motifs and consist of several Meanings that express 
related to the Pattern of life, related to the principle and behaviour, and related to 
the ideology as a human society and religous people among Mandarese societies. 
In addition, Mandarese people always give innovations to their creation in order 
to keep exist in Mandarese societies and others societies. So, the meanings related 
to the aesthetics values in Mandarese sarong becomes myths in order to create 
idenitity of the users among societies. 
B.    Suggestions  
The researcher suggests that the finding of this study can be a reference to 
the next researcher especially study myths by Roland Barthes theory. The 
researcher suggests to more observing other objects in the traditional product of 
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the culture to enrich semiology study especially related to the culture. In addition, 
the researcher suggests to more observing the objects from media because theory 
mythology from Roland Barthes is very suitable for analyze popular culture like 
media.  
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APPENDICES 
 
1. Picture  
1). Design 
NO Signifier 1 (images)      Signified 2 (concept) Sign 3  
1 
 
 
The base colors are brown 
combine with purple and 
black then consist of small 
squares shape. 
Sureq pangulu  
2 
 
 
The base color is black 
and consist of squares 
motive with white line 
Sureq salaka  
3 
 
 
 The base color of this 
design is brown combined 
with purple with square 
shapes. 
 
Sureq maraqdia  
4 
 
 
The base color of this 
design is white combine 
with blue. 
 
Sureq beru-beru 
(yasmine flower) 
 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
The base color is red with 
squares is bigger than 
sureq pangulu 
Sureq padada  
6 
 
 
The base color is purple 
combine with pink. 
 
Sureq batu dadima  
7 
 
 
 The base color is black 
combine with white  and 
purple. 
Sureq penja  
8 
 
 
 The base color are black 
mixed combine with white 
and brown. 
Sureq gattung 
layar  
9 
 
 The color of this design is 
similar with the color of 
the rainbow. 
Sureq bandera  
 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 The base color are brown, 
purple, red and black. 
Sureq jassa  
 
2). Colors 
NO Signifier 1  Signified 2  Sign 3 
1.  
 
 
 
Brown color 
 
The example design of 
brown color in sarong 
Mandar 
2.  
 
 
 
Red color  
The example design of Read 
color in sarong Mandar 
3.  
 
 
 
Black color 
The example design of 
black color in sarong 
Mandar 
 
 
 
 
 
4.  
 
 
Gold color 
 
The example design of gold 
color in sarong Mandar 
5.  
 
 
Pink color 
 
The example design of pink 
color  in sarong Mandar. 
 
3. Motive  
Signifier 1 Signified 2 Sign 3 
 
1). Square shape 
2). Vertical line 
3). Horizontal line 
The prominent motive of 
sarong Mandar consist of 
square shape with vertical 
line and horizontal line 
 
 
All of the pictures sources from : Lipa Saqbe Mandar by Muh. Iqdam Khalid 
Bodi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Interview result  
1). Informan 1 
Nama     : Darmansyah 
Jabatan : 1). Ketua DPRD Majene  
                 2). Ketua Masyarakat Sejarah Indonesia, Sulawesi Barat 
Peneliti      :   Pada awalnya pak, sureq Mandar yang dikenal itu apa saja...? 
Informant :  
Lipa saqbe mandar itu pada awalnya diketahui hanya dua sureq atau corak yaitu 
sureq salaka dengan bentuk kotak-kotak warna merah dengan sureq padada 
bentuk-bentuk kotak-kotak dengan warna hitam. Motif kotak-kotak pada sarung 
mandar itu menjelaskan mandar itu sendiri yang dimana kerajaan mandar terdiri 
dari beberapa suku, prinsip, dan juga terdiri dari beberapa kerajaan kecil tetatpi 
terbingkai dalam satu kemandaran. Makanya tidak ada satupun kerajaan yang 
mengklaim bahwa  ini sarung sutra mandar miliknya balanipa, pamboang, 
mamuju. Tappalang bukan..?. Itu adalah simbol kebersatuan mandar. Mala saya 
berpendpat bukan nama suku, tapi dia adalah nama perserikatan atau nama 
persekutuan kerajaan yang membentuk sebuah negara konfederasi. Negara 
konfederasi ini tentu ingin mencari nama yang cocok untuk konfederasi mereka. 
Tentu ada beberapa usulan  tapi analisa saya mereka sepakat pada nama mandar 
itu, mandar pengertiannya adalah sungai. Tidak heran kita memang di mandar itu 
paling banyak sungai apalagi kalo dimamuju. Sungai terpanjang itu yang 
dahulunya masih sulawesi selatan adalah sungai lariang. Hulunya sampai di 
sa’dang itu naik. Jadi mandar itu dia adalah nama sungai alasan saya kenapa 14 
kerajaan ini, 7 kerajaan di pantai dan tujuh kerajaan di hulu itu disebut mandar, 
karena dari nama binanga itu sungai juga.  Salu juga sungai. Jadi mempertemukan 
perbedaan pendapat ini maka ditentukan dengan nama mandar saja. Dan pada saat 
itu sungai menjadi jalur transportasi yang bagus pada zaman itu. Karena pada saat 
itu belum ada jalan. Kebesaran kerajan mesir dan india karena ada sungai yang 
melintasi, kerajaan sriwijaya karena ada sungai batanghari, kerajaan majapahit 
besar karena ada sungai bengwan solo, dan kerajaan kutai besar karena adanya 
sungai mahakam. Jadi kerajaan-kerajaan ini terbangun karena jalur transportasi 
yang mereka gunakan adalah sungai. Ada satu bukti peradaban di mandar yang 
tertua ada di kalumpang, 2000 tahun SM itu sudah ada peradaban disana, 
makanya itu sungai karama itu berhadapan langsung dengan sungai mahakam di 
kutai kartanegara. Saya yakin pada saat itu kedua peradaban ini sudah saling 
 
 
 
 
berhubungan. Jadi mandar ini dari tadi saya katakan awalnya bukan nama suku, 
tapi dia adalah nama perserikatan, nama organisasi. Jadi, nant beberapa dekade 
kemudian ada beberapa konfederasi ini menamakan dirinya sebagai suku mandar, 
sumakuyu itu paling fanatik menamai dirinya sebagai suku mandar. Tapi sebelum 
itu suku awal yang kita punya adalah suku toraja. Jadi bukan hanya suku pattae, 
suku mandar, tapi ada juga muncul suku mamuju, jadi tidak menutup 
kemungkinan muncul suku-suku baru. Pada awalnya suku kita hanya satu, tapi 
dalam waktu kurun yang panjang terbentuklah beberapa suku, Al-Quran juga 
menjelaskan..” ya ayyu hannas...inna khalaqnakumm minzakarin waunza 
wajalnakum syuuban waqabaila lita’arafu. Tapi bukan persoalan kita bersuku-
suku terus perbedaan yang kita tonjolkan, tapi yang harus dipegang sekarang 
adalah awalnya mandar itu bukan nama suku, tapi nama wilayah yang 
disimbolkan dalam sutra mandar itu. Makanya dalam sarung sutra mandar itu, 
orang mamuju tidak katakan “ini sarung kami. Orang banggae, tappalang, 
balanipa, walaupun orang balanipa. Tetapi mereka tetap menyebut sarung itu 
sebagai sarung mandar di karenakan karena corak kotak-kotaknya itu. Sering kali 
saya katakan, lebih deluan kita kotak-kotak ini dimandar katakan itu sebagai 
simbol kebersamaan, simbol kebhinekaan, daripada jokowi dan Ahok. Lebih 
deluan kita, warnya merah dan kotak kotak juga kan?... 
Tapi dibuat dalam bentuk sarung. Sekarang kainnya sudah dibuat baju. Makanya 
saya sering katakan bahwa jangan orang fanatik memaksakan dirinya sebagai 
suku mandar, tidak bisa. Karen awalnya kita berasal dari suku toraja, kemudian 
lama terpisah terbentuk sebuah bahasa yang baru, kemudian melalui komunitas 
yang sama, serumpun, terbenttuklah suku mandar, kemudian ada perpaduan antara 
toraja, mandar, dengan kaili, terbentuklah suku mamuju, dan dikemudian hari 20 
atau 30 tahun bahkan 50-100 tahun kemudian akan ada lagi suku baru dan tidak 
bisa kita saliing mengenal. Dan itulah sejarahnya kenapa ada sarung sutra mandar. 
Dan kemudian pada saat ini sudah lahir beberap moti-motif, ada yang bilang ini 
corak bupati, itu sebenarnya inovasi. Jika dilihat dari corak awalnya cuman dua 
tetapi ketika dilihat dari motif hanya satu yaitu hanya motif kotak-kotak, ada yang 
bilang sure salaka yang berwarna merah, sureq pangulu padang berwarna hitam, 
kalau sutranya bukan mandar punya melainkan china. Karena bukan kita 
menciptakan sutra, melainkan china, dimana pikiran, kreasi, dan budayanya orang 
mandar itu  dari simbol kotak-kotaknya. Jadi sumbangsi orang mandar dalam 
perbuatan sarung mandar yaitu hanya motif kotak-kotak, motifnya itu. 
Peneliti : Perbedaan warna itu kira-kira bagaimana pak ? 
 
 
 
 
 
Informan: 
Hitam rata-rata digunakan oleh kaum laki-laki kemudian merah digunakan oleh 
perempuan. Dan sekarang kita tidak bisa lagi membatasi diri siapa yang bisa 
menggunakan itu, silahkan siapa saja, dalam rangka mensosialisasikan hasil cipta 
atau kebudayaan orang-orang mandar. Harus kita tonjolkan nuansa 
kebudayaannya, apalagi kiita bukan lagi zaman kerajaan. Hanya sejarah harus 
dijadikan referensi dalam  membangun sebuah peradaban. Karean bangsa yang 
besara adalah bangsa yang menghargai sejarahnya. Orang mandar itu kalau pakai 
sarung mandar itu diikat bukan di passeang (digulung terus diselipkan) . karena 
kalau diikat itu agak susah lepas. Jadi jangan fanatik dengan budaya orang lain, 
dan juga jangan menutup diri dari orang yang ingin menghargai sejarah kita 
sepanjang mereka tidak mengklaim bahwa itu produk kebudayaan mereka. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Informan 2 
Nama     : Ridwan S.S 
Jabatan : Kepala Seksi Pengembangan dan Promosi Ekonomi Kreatit, Dinas 
Pariwisata Polewali Mandar. 
 
Peneliti : Mengenai motif atau sureq Lipa Saqbe Mandar itu terdiri dari berapa 
macam pak? 
 
Informan : 
Sebenarnya dahulu cuman dikenal dua motif sureq salaka dan padada. Karena 
sering perkembangan zaman sekarang sudah banyak macam motifnya, bahkan ada 
sureq Ivan Gunawan dan juga sureq KDI. Jadi para pembuat sarung juga selalu 
membuat inovasi paada karyanya. 
 
Peneliti : Kalau coraknya terdiri dari berapa macam pak? 
 
Informan: 
Sebenarnya corak lipa saqbe Mandar itu sendiri ciri khasnya cuman gambar 
kotak-kotak, garis vertikal dan juga garis horisontal yang berada pada sarung. 
Corak kotak-kotak tersebut melambangkan Mandar itu sendiri yang dimana terdiri 
dari 14 kerajaan di masa lalu dan kalau garis vertikal atau tegak lurus itu 
bermakna hubungan Manusia kepada Tuhan. Sedangkan garis horisontal 
bermakna hubungan antar sesama manusia. 
Kalau sekarang sudah banyak macam coraknya seperti bunga-bunga, 
penyebabnya itu karena pengrajin Mandar juga selalu melakukan inovasi pada 
sarungnya. 
 
Peneliti : kalau terkait dengan pemakaian sarung yang disesuaikan dengan 
golongannya, contohnya kalau remaja itu pakai sarung harus berwarna terang, 
benar ji begitu pak? 
 
Informan: 
Oh kalau soal itu dek, saya kurang tau, tapi kalau aturannya begitu memang ada 
dulu, cuman saya tidak paham persis bagaimana aturan-aturannya. Cuman saya 
sarankan pergi ke Pambusuang, disana kita bisa temui pengrajinnya sama 
kayaknya ada juga yang bisa menjelaskan mengenai itu. Masih ada yang mau 
ditanyakan dek? 
 
Peneliti : saya rasa tidak ada mi pak, kalau begitu terima kasih banyak, saya mau 
pamit pulang dulu sekalian mau langsung ke pambusuang. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Informan 3 
 
Nama        : Kamariah 
Pekerjaan : Pembuat lipa Saqbe Mandar 
Alamat      : Desa Bala, kecamatan Balanipa, Polewali Mandar. 
 
 
Peneliti : kalau motif sarung Mandar itu ada berapa macam? 
 
Informan: 
Sebelumnya, setiap sarung Mandar itu bermacam-macam cara penyulamannya 
dan juga terdiri dari bermacam-macam motif, seperti motif perahu sandeq berbeda 
juga cara penyulamannya.  
 
Peneliti:  
Berapa lama biasa pengerjaanya Bu, kalau mau buat satu sarung Mandar..? 
 
Informan : 
Kalau dikerjakan itu terus itu biasa 3 hari sampai tapi kalau di kerja santai, artinya 
kalau ada lagi waktu kosong biasa 10 hari baru selesai. 
 
Peneliti :  
kalau warna yang biasa dipakai sama perempuan dengan laki-laki  itu yang mana 
biasanya, Bu? 
 
Informan:  
kalau warna lebih gelap itu biasanya dipakai sama laki-laki seperti warna hitam 
juga warna biru tua. Kalau warna terang seperti warna pink dan orange biasanya 
dipake sama perempuan, ungu mudah juga sama hijau toska biasa dipakai sama 
perempuan. 
 
Peneliti :  
kalau cara posisi ikat sarungnya itu biasa dibedakan juga Bu, bagaimana kalau 
soal itu? 
 
Informan : 
Kalau masalah cara ikatnya itu dek saya kurang tau, tapi yang jelasnya kalau mau 
pakai sarung Mandar itu biasanya kotak-kotak yang lebih lebih kecil itu 
diposisikan dibagian belakang. 
 
Peneliti : kalau begitu, terimakasih banyak penjelasannya Bu... 
 
Informan : sama- sama Nak.  
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